Dilatational and shear waves in poro-vioscoelastic media.
Dynamic elastography methods are being developed for quantitatively and noninvasively mapping the viscoelastic properties of biological tissue that are often altered by disease and injury, as well as response to treatment. This involves inducing mechanical wave motion that also can be affected by the multiphase porous nature of the tissue, whether it be consideration of blood perfusion in the vascular network found in many regions of interest, or consideration of air movement in the complex bronchial tree within the lungs. Elastographic mapping requires reconstructing material properties based on interpretation of the measured wave motion. Reconstruction methods that explicitly incorporate poroelastic behavior are an active area of development. In the present article the equivalence of two theoretical approaches to modeling poroelastic behavior is demonstrated specifically in the frequency domain using parameter values that span the range expected in vivo for analysis of blood and air-infused regions. The two methods are known as (1) the mixture or biphasic formulation and (2) the poroelastic approach. The case of acoustic wave propagation in the lungs is specifically addressed by comparison of analytical predictions to recently reported experimental measurements. Establishing and validating this equivalence of theoretical approaches not only strengthens our fundamental understanding of the relevant physics, but also may lead to improved numerical methods for simulation and elastography reconstruction.